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FOREWORD

In an era of globalization, management of knowledge and information is the key for the success of any

organization. To achieve this objective, the Academy has associated itself with the project on

. The

project team has contributed immensely in policy formulation for uniform guidelines of ICAR websites

and evolved suitable online databases. It also successfully integrated these databases into newly

developed dynamic website and provided the much needed capacity building to the stakeholders of the

project.

I appreciate the team for bringing out this report for the period 2008-10. I am sure that the report will be

useful in facilitating to adhere to the guidelines of the website management. It would also help in

adopting the suitable open source web technologies to implement the new knowledge sharing

initiatives.

NAARM, Hyderabad                                                                                                          (P. K. Joshi)

Director

AGROWEB-Digital Dissemination System for Indian Agricultural Research (ADDSIAR)
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Executive Summary

This project has spanned in a consortia mode over two years since June 2008 with National Bureau of

Plant Genetic Resources (NBPGR), New Delhi as the lead institute. Philosophy of this entire project

was to inculcate and standardize the practice of information dissemination through any Institute's

website, and to impress upon the need to infuse a commonality in look and feel to promote the brand

image of an institute's activities through a web. Another important feature is to consider the process of

web design and maintenance as a decentralized process in a distributed access mode. Web pages are no

longer a collection of static pages but the content coming in a dynamic and customized mode as per the

user's need. In the changing scenario of the global competition for any organization to sustain in its

subject area, website is considered as a strong means to globally connect with all partners. Capacity

building of NationalAgricultural Research System (NARS) and ICAR in particular is very important to

empower our personnel to achieve these goals.

The project involved 9 ICAR institutes, which represent different sectors of agriculture. It is expected

that these institutes will develop guidelines and host model websites using a commonly agreed and

feasible web design methodology. In the process, they are assigned to help few other institutes to host

their websites with new guidelines and methodologies. The issues pertaining to the web development

were discussed in a Workshop, which involved other ICAR institutes also. This was used to sketch a

road map in the beginning of the project to achieve aforementioned goals. Each institute has identified

its role in the entire project, and finetune their goals in line with their institute's mandate. End-products

included policy guidelines, online databases, capacity building initiatives to help and hand-hold other

institutes, thereby culminating into a highly functional website with new look.

NAARM, as one of the consortia partners, took upon the task of brainstorming activity to lay action

plans among the project members and develop the capacity building plans as per the need and existing

expertise of the web developers of ICAR institutes. Besides these, some online databases were

developed to add more value to the activities of the Academy. A mid review workshop was also

conducted by the Academy to fine-tune the activities of all the partners in networking and webhosting.

Considering all the experience and evaluating the needs of the Academy especially in the wake of it

being into the area of Education in the Agribusiness, a website was developed with a host of dynamic

activities while adhering to the guidelines developed by the Academy. Few web templates were also

developed which can be used by other institutes for achieving uniformity.
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On policy support side,Academy has successfully brought all stakeholders onto same platform to chalk

out the issues and evolve an action plan for the web development. With regard to the capacity building

front, it has imparted training in the area of web design methodologies, standards, protocols, and

content management to about 78 participants, far exceeding its set target of imparting training to 60

personnel. The programmes were also formulated in line with the demand of the participants and their

profile while updating them with the latest techniques. Institutes having Education as the main activity

were also specifically trained in the area of E-learning.

Academy's website was developed through an open source content management system-Joomla. Many

web-based activities are made dynamic using suitable open source modules. The layout was also made

compact but informative with links like latest information, subscriptions for newsletter and tender

notices. Since theAcademy's main activities include Training and Education, due weightage was given

on website for training-centric activities like Guided-Google maps, Training management module

which facilitates online nomination, their management through distributed access program

coordinators, report generation for data abstracts to produce annual training summary reports.

Four online modules were developed for various Academy's activities. Hall ticket download module

was successfully being used for the last two years while conducting Senior Research Fellow (SRF)

examination. Online scientist profile was implemented to foster networking among past, ongoing

foundation course scientist probationers so that their profiles are constantly updated and maintained at

theAcademy. Besides these, a module for conducting online examination in LocalArea Network mode

and a document repository search module for accessing the scanned document repository of the

Academy were also developed.

To summarize, the project has evolved a strategy for capacity building initiatives in the upcoming areas

like using the latest web technologies for developing dynamic websites and maintaining a common web

standard. The products emanated out of this project like online database, hall ticket downloading have

been well adopted and can be replicated elsewhere. The model website developed as a part of this

project using open source methodologies can become a model for other institutes to emulate.
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1. Introduction

The advent of Information technology has brought about a sea-change in the organizational functioning
with regard to information sharing, networking and remaining globally competitive. In this regard, a
website plays an important role in projecting the image of an organization. Since Indian council of
Agricultural Research (ICAR) has various constituent institutions in agriculture, fisheries, agricultural
extension, agricultural education, home science and agricultural communication, a commonality in
their global visibility is needed. There is an urgent need for creating a common gateway to ICAR
institutes to act as a one-stop window for getting access to all the information about National
Agricultural Research and Education Systems in India.

Keeping the above points in view, the present project is undertaken for development of guidelines for
content uniformity, for harmonization of domain name, implementation of a suitable mechanism to
make the websites informative, update at regular intervals, use of innovative tools and technologies for
technology-push to stakeholders, and development of Human Resources in area of design and
maintenance of the dynamic websites in all institutes of ICAR so that ICAR can harmonize its
Information and Communication Technology(ICT) initiatives. The present project is taken up with the
following objectives to achieve the desired aim of restructuring of websites of ICAR Institutes.

To identify standards, develop uniform guidelines, content management strategies and a model

template for websites of ICAR institutes.

To develop model websites of all consortium partners to meet requirements of stakeholders

To design and develop ICAR 'Portal' and integrating the websites of consortium partners

To build capacity of personnel in ICAR institutes in design, development and management of

websites.

Consortia partners of the project are

1.National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources(NBPGR), New Delhi, Dr RC.Agrawal (CPI)

2.Central Institute of Brackishwater Aquaculture(CIBA), Chennai, DrT.Ravisankar (Co-PI)

3.Central Research Inst. for Dryland Agriculture(CRIDA),Hyderabad, Dr KV.Rao(Co-PI)

4.Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI), New Delhi, Dr H.Chandrasekharan (Co-PI)

5.Indian Council for Agri Research (ICAR HQ),New Delhi,Mr.Himanshu (Co-PI)

6.Indian Inst. for Horticultural Research(IIHR),Bangalore, Mr MK.Chandraprakash (Co-PI)

7.Natl.Academy of Agri Research Management(NAARM),Hyderabad,Dr GRK.Murthy(Co-PI)

8.National Centre for Integrated Pest Management (New Delhi), Dr A. Dhandapani (Co-PI)

9.National Dairy Research Institute (NDRI), Karnal, Dr D.K. Jain (Co-PI).

1.1 Objectives of the Project

�

�

�

�
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Work Programme Institutes

Development of uniform guidelines of websites of ICAR institutes
starting from common domain name structure to website development,
minimum contents, updating schedules, website management

Compiling a report on the present status of websites of ICAR institutes NBPGR,NCIPM,NAARM

Development of standards of websites of ICAR institutes covering
ICAR logo,institute logo,standard template for institute name, CSS NBPGR, CIBA, NAARM

Development of standards for website in official language i.e. Hindi to
maintain the uniformity in websites of different institutes of ICAR All consortium partners

Sensitization on website development for their respective four
Associate institutes NCIPM,CRIDA,IARI, NDRI

Development of comprehensive digital repository of various activities
of consortium partners including details of technologies, research
papers and other publications such as annual reports, newsletters,
project reports and copy free publications

Development of common tool for management of on-line databases. NBPGR, NCIPM, IARI

Implementation of content management strategies identified NAARM & consortium partners

Complete revamp of websites of all consortium partners All consortium partners

ICAR portal to server as a single point of access for consolidated
information resources for the NARS

On-line reporting system for subject matter divisions of ICAR NBPGR,NCIPM,CIBA

Development and Integration of on-line databases in the website All consortium partners

Development of Online repository for the training modules of NAARM NAARM

Development of Online admission of PG School IARI

Creating Web 2.0- Demonstrating RSS techniques by creating feeds in
website of ICAR institutes to gather information automatically

Demonstration of value-added services by utilizing the weather
information collected by one of the partners

Capacity building of NARS personnel on methodologies, and protocols
for designing, developing and hosting web-based contents

All consortium partners

NBPGR,IIHR,CIBA,

All consortium partners

ICAR Headquarters

NCIPM, ICAR HQ

CRIDA, NCIPM

NAARM
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As a part of the project, NAARM has the following specific objectives to integrate with the overall
objectives of the project.

To identify standards, develop uniform guidelines, content management strategies and a model
template for websites of ICAR institutes.

To build capacity of personnel in ICAR institutes in design, development and management of
websites

To develop model websites with provision for online databases to meet requirements of
stakeholders.

Since this project has the consortia based approach, NAARM has identified itself with providing a

catalyzing and integrating platform for all the consortia partners and give a handholding support in

guiding all partners and cooperating ICAR institutes in achieving overall objectives.

Methodology involved conducting workshop to involve all the stakeholders and identify the constraints

being faced in the web development and evolving an action plan to bring uniformity and consistency in

web related activities of each institute. It was also used to identify the training gaps and preferences of

the stakeholders in the arena of web development. This was used as a precursor and guide to design the

capacity building initiatives for stakeholders. A careful observation of the requirements suggested that

there is a need to provide training on an assortment of web technologies like dot NET and PHP. The

background of the stakeholders was also kept in mind while designing the sessions for all the training

programmes.

Apart from this team activity, some replicable web based utilities were also evolved as a part of the

project , which can be adopted by other stake holders.

Workshops were conducted at initial and mid phases of the project to evolve roadmaps and arrive at

policy level recommendations. Carefully designed sessions with themes interspersed with expert

opinions created a highly interactive platform for all the stakeholders of the project to evolve at future

course of action with thorough introspection.

Recommendations of the stakeholders were used to design the training programmes regarding the

themes, extent of coverage etc., Pedagogy had more of hands-on sessions with inputs from guest faculty

2.1 Policy support

2.2 Capacity building

�

�

�

2. Methodology
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working in the area of latest web technologies. Since there was requirement for both PHP and dot NET

technologies among the participants, care was taken to provide equal emphasis providing training

support in both these areas. The details of the training programmes are given inAnnexure-3.

Emphasis was laid on open source technologies and simple to use technologies in developing web based

modules and databases. Details of the open source technologies were explained for each database in the

annexures. PHP and dot NET framework were extensively used to develop various functionalities. The

databases developed have relevance to the functional areas of NAARM- training and education.

As per the recommendations of the Workshop, Joomla content management system was preferred to

develop the website of NAARM. Joomla has strong online support, and has over 6000 extensions which

can be used for any kind of customization. It was also preferred because it works on the same

technologies- Apache, MySQL and PHP on which our e-learning LMS MOODLE also works. Since

Joomla and MOODLE work on same platforms and technologies, Joomla was a clear choice in

choosing as CMS for web development. Prior survey was conducted to study and analyze the existing

website and areas where dynamism needs to be added were identified.

2.3 Database development

2.4 Website development
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3. Results and Discussion

The Academy has played a pivotal role in providing technology training support for the project apart

from developing various modules for theAcademy's functional purpose. Online databases and website

are some of the showing-by-example kind of support given to the various stakeholders of the project.

Some of the salient achievements are described in the following sections.

The project demands an understanding of existing status of web development in ICAR institutes and

laying a road map for the next two years to achieve the goals. Since the objectives involve using the

latest and relevant web technologies to develop websites in tune with Web2.0 technologies, building

the capacity of the consortia partners and other ICAR institutes/ educational organizations is one of the

main tasks taken up by NAARM. The project also needed a midway review to fine-tune and to achieve

our set goals. The Academy has provided capacity building and handholding support and laid a

platform for all the stakeholders of the project to interact and arrive at consensus through conducting

Workshops- one in the initial stage of the project and the other at midway stage of the project progress.

The web development activity by all consortia partners needs to analyze the present status and laying a

road map for future action in achieving the goal of web uniformity. In this regard, a workshop on

was conducted at the

Academy to have a thorough discussion on web related aspects for ICAR websites. The consortia

partners of the project representing 9 ICAR institutes and participants from 19 associate institutes, a

total of 44 participants attended the workshop. Website related issues pertaining to the ICAR institutes

were discussed in brainstorming mode to achieve uniform and standardized websites. Uniformity

issues like Home page, Domain name, information flow and overall appearance of the web site and web

technologies to be used like PHP, ASP, Javascript , Web 2.0 technologies were discussed during the

workshop. Dr G.R.K.Murthy, Co-PI and senior scientist and Dr D. Rama Rao, Head , ICM division

coordinated the workshop.

The outcome of the project helped in understanding the training needs in the area of web development

for all the consortia partners and other cooperating institutes of ICAR. This helped in formulating the

contents for the four training programmes planned under the project. This also helped in evolving

uniformity guidelines document, which is now being used by all the ICAR institutes to develop their

respective websites. The other details of the workshop are given inAnnexure -1

3.1 Capacity building and Policy support for web development

3.1.1 Strategies for web uniformity and standardization

Web

design methodologies, protocols and CMS Strategies (September 9-10, 2008)
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3.1.2 Capacity building of NARS in web design methodology

Themes covered under these programmes included

Some of the websites of ICAR institutes are developed and run by third party firms who have either

little or no domain knowledge in agriculture or in National Agricultural Research System (NARS).

Hence development of human resources in area of design and maintenance of the dynamic websites in

the respective ICAR institutes is needed. In this perspective, the Academy has taken up the task of

capacity building of NARS personnel for restructuring and regular updating of their websites using

latest and relevant web design methodology and strategies.

Apart from two workshops, four training programmes with two themes “Web Design Methodologies

and Protocols” and “Web based E-Learning and Content Management” were conducted to train and

build the capacity of NARS personnel. While the former theme catered to the needs mostly of

technically sound web developers and managers of ICAR and related institutes, the latter one catered to

the education oriented institutes like NDRI, IARI to lay emphasis more on e-learning and content

management.

Open source software philosophy for content management

Content Management Standards

Web design using open source software

Introduction to PHP

Introduction to web technologies using dot-net framework

Content Management using open source software- Plone

Web based content sharing methodologies

Content Management using Joomla

Digital Repository Management using D-Space

Use of learning objects for e-learning

e-learning environments and systems

e-Learning using Moodle

Integration of Joomla templates for Agroweb

Case Study development for Content Management

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Table-1: Overview of training programs organized

S

No and Protocols” Content Management

Feature “Web Design Methodologies Web based E-Learning and

1 No of 40 38

2 Objectives To understand dot NET and

PHP based web design

methodologies

To understand web standards,

protocols

To understand open source

based CMS methodologies for

web development web environment

3 Duration, days 10 per programme 10 per programme

4 Extent of

coverage and

pedagogical

strategies development using Joomla, LMS

in moodle, web designing using

Front Page, Introduction to PHP,

digital audio and video editing

using OSS ( Audacity &

WME) and network based e-learning

resources- blogs, wikis, discussion fora

4 Deliverable User manual on Web Design

Methodologies and Protocols

Trained manpower Trained manpower

participants

To familiarize with web  design

methodologies using open source

software for content development,

and management in the context

of e-learning

To familiarize with content

management software in the

Dot NET technologies,  content Teaching strategy has a mix of

management standards, content lectures/demos/ discussions and

management and website extensive in-built exercises. Focus

was on open source software viz.,

NVU, LMS in Moodle, CMS using

PHP, Joomla, Plone, Digital

Repository Management using

D-Space

User manual on Web based E-Learning

and Content Management

� �

�

� �

The other details of training programmes are given inAnnexure-3

A structured feedback was elicited on a scale of 1 to 5 from the participants for all the four training

programmes conducted as this helps in shaping future programmes of the Academy in this area. The

details are mentioned in Table 2.

3.1.3 Perception and Participants' feedback analysis of the training programs
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The overall assessment (Table 2a) has shown that the programmes were well-received by the

participants with overall rating of 4.1 for the programmes on web standards and 3.86 for the

programmes on elearning. It is interesting to note that both the type of programmes registered a rating of

impressive 3.73 in the item under overall learning from the course.

With regard to the assessment (Table 2b) of the programme under individual items, participants felt

(with a maximum rating of 4.21 for web standards and 4.24 for elearning) that they had enough

opportunities to interact with trainers. Teaching aids were-appreciated well (with a rating of 4.35) for

elearning programme. Both the programmes registered a satisfactory rating of over 4 for the item on

topic updations and its suitability to the present scenario. This amply suggests that the programmes

were well oriented to suit the needs of the participants to cater to latest web technologies.

Another analysis (Table 2c) shows that the teaching faculty of theAcademy is rated better in parameters

like time allocation, range of coverage, usefulness and teaching aids. This reinforces the fact that the

faculty identifies the training needs better and reorient them to suit the needs of the participants. One of

the possible reasons for lesser rating for guest faculty is that their period of interaction is shorter as

compared to NAARM faculty and hence there is time constraint in adjusting to the needs of

participants. This factor is more critical because the participant profile attending training programs

varies so much that the training strategy becomes really challenging. Participants’ evaluation suggests

that the faculty of NAARM have tuned their training strategy well.

Table 2: Overall Assessment of Training and capacity building activities

a. Overall assessment (Rating 5 indicates Excellent & decreases thereon to 1)

S.no Overall Assessment Programme type Average

1 2

1. Course content 3.98 4.02 4.00

2. Coordinators skill and support 4.26 4.43 4.35

3. Relevance to your needs 3.90 3.81 3.86

4. Overall learning from the course 3.73 3.73 3.73

5. Course in general 4.01 3.86 3.94
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b. Assessment of the programme

S.no Assessment Criterion Programme type Overall

Average

(
)

1. Expectations from the course were mostly fulfilled 3.68 3.73 3.71

2. I will recommend this programme to others 3.68 3.97 3.83

3. Proportion of exercises/case studies/examples was adequate 3.60 3.70 3.65

4. Topics were updated to suit the present scenario 4.03 4.10 4.07

5. Additional knowledge was gained due to the programme 3.97 4.15 4.06

6. Resource materials were well organized, useful and adequate 3.83 4.13 3.98

7. Teaching aids used were well prepared and comfortable in
viewing

8. Speakers were clear in their presentation & trainees were
relevant information

9. Participants had enough opportunities to interact with
the trainers 4.21 4.24 4.23

10. Training methodologies used were interesting and relevant
purpose

11. I can use the information learned and skills acquired 3.86 4.02 3.94

*

Rating of 5 indicates maximum level of your agreement to the
statements made below and decrease thereon to 1

Programme type 1: Web design methodologies & Protocols (2 programmes were conducted under this
theme)
* Programme type 2: Web based E-Learning and Content Management (2 programmes were conducted
under this theme)

1 2

3.96 4.35 4.16

3.71 4.13 3.92
given

3.68 4.05 3.87
for the

c. Comparative assessment of evaluation of NAARM faculty vis-à-vis Guest faculty

Faculty Time Range of Usefulness Teaching
s

Prog. 1

Prog.2

Prog.3

Prog.4

Allocated coverage Aid

NAARM 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.9

Guest 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.7

NAARM 4.6 4.4 4.4 4.4

Guest 3.9 2.9 3.4 2.9

NAARM 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.4

Guest 3.7 3.9 3.9 4.1

NAARM 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2

Guest 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.0

Programme 1,2 : Web Standards Technologies and Standardization
Programme 3,4: Web based E-Learning and Content Management
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3.1.4 Sensitization on Networking and Webhosting

Sensitization on Networking and Webhosting”

.

3.1.5. Templates for Uniformity in website homepages

Workshop on “ was conducted during February 2-3,

2010 with an objective to sensitize the various partners of the project on networking and webhosting

issues pertaining to the websites developed and also to revisit the progress made by the consortia

partners and Partner Institutes in their respective websites development and analyze their websites to

see the extent to which the guidelines have been adhered to and to identify the reusable web based

modules or Databases developed in the course of the project. At various points of workshop, inputs

from industry and government agencies were planned to sensitize the participants about the web related

issues. The workshop was also intended to understand the Portal Integration mechanism so that the

ICAR Portal to be developed in the future can be taken up effectively. The Workshop was attended by all

Consortia Partners and majority of the Partner Institutes

The outcome of workshop was very helpful especially for the cooperating ICAR institutes who are in

hand holding mode on website development to know how to implement the websites in their respective

organizations. The other details of the workshop are given inAnnexure –2.

Different patterns of homepages and the web information trees were explored to develop templates to

be used by ICAR Institutes in their respective websites designing. Six templates were designed using

HTML code and cascading style sheet and two templates were designed using Joomla by adhering to

uniformity guidelines. The templates developed in Joomla are reusable in any website developed using

Joomla methodology while the html templates are meant for those who may like to develop websites

using basic html code or standard web design software like FrontPage, dreamweaver etc., These

templates are ready-to-use and enable developing website as per the guidelines developed.

Template 1 Template 2

Fig 1a. Templates generated using Joomla
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Template 1 Template 2

Template 3 Template 4

Template 5 Template 6

Fig 1b. Templates generated using HTML and Cascading style sheet
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3.2. Development of Online databases for theAcademy's activities

3.2.1 On-line tool for generating SRFHall ticket

Academy is associated with multiple activities in the areas of training and education. While training

involves various types of programmes, which involve time-bound activities, education has new PG

programmes on agribusiness management, IT management etc., and conducting SRF examination,

web can be an effective medium to improve the efficiency in handling these activities. Hence five

online database related activities were initiated to help in training, education areas of the Academy.

They include

Online database module to generate the hall ticket for SRF examination

Online database module to maintain the profiles of scientific professionals of ICAR institutes

Online examination Module to conduct online exams in LAN mode

Online database for scanned documents

Online Training management module

Different softwares have been used to develop these online databases. Software details are mentioned

inAnnexure for respective databases.

Online database has been developed to generate the hall ticket for SRF examination in real time

scenario. Hall ticket downloading mechanism will ease in bulk mailing of hall tickets and also ensure

timely/anytime receipt of hall-tickets. The database is a scanned output of OMR sheets into an

ACCESS database and the retrieval of the hall ticket is through an active server page (asp).

This was successfully and effectively integrated into the existing SRF exams conducted by NAARM.

The following are the fields maintained in the database.

1. Registration code 6. Last name 11.Year of birth 16. Center code

2. Serial number 7. Fathers name 12. Male/ Female 17. Center name

3. Application number 8. State of domicile 13. Category 18. Hall ticket number

4. Surname 9. Date of birth 14. Nationality 19. scanned image of student
5. First name 10. Month of birth 15. State 20. Scanned signature

of student

(BC/OBC/Others)

The data retrieval is done by providing candidate input fields viz. Date of birth, Subject code, Sub

subject code and Center code. Care is also taken to see that the candidate have to input any data

through keyboard to avoid any possible textual mistakes. Suitable drop-down boxes as shown in the

fig.2 have been given so that the student can simply choose the same. The following figure depicts the

data entry form where the student enters his/her details to access their hall ticket (Search Form).

does not

�

�

�

�

�
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Fig. 2 Front-end interface for hall-ticket download for SRF exam

The following is the process to retrieve the hall ticket.

The student enters the details in the first form and submits.

The details are submitted to database.

The database tries to match the details and if the search is successful it retrieves the hall ticket
into a pre-built template for Hall ticket, which has all other exam details.

By using print option, student can get a copy of the hall ticket as shown in Fig. 3

�

�

�

�

Fig. 3 Generated hall-ticket through database access
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This module was successfully implemented for SRF exams conducted during 2008-09 and 2009-10. It

is hosted successfully for the third time to conduct SRF 2010 exam in December, 2010. Students from

remote areas of north east have been immensely benefited with this facility as they could download and

print their hall tickets as the surface mail of hall ticket took longer time. It is observed that 10 per cent of

the participants have used downloaded hall ticket.

developed to publish the profiles of scientific professionals of ICAR

organizations and to develop stronger interaction in web. The users after proper registration will have

access rights on their profile page which can be edited/updated anytime later. This module provides

scope for access of others profiles besides updating their own profile, thereby fostering the interaction

and connectivity among the scientific fraternity of ICAR. Since all the scientists joining in ICAR have

to undergo training on probation at NAARM, this application will be a useful utility in maintaining the

connectivity among them even after they join elsewhere and move to other places subsequently.

Operating system: Windows XP, Windows 2003 SP2 or later.

Database: MySQLserver; scripting languages: Visual studio 2005 withAsp.Net and C-Sharp.Net

i)Administrator privileges

Can approve/disapprove a new users request for a profile page

Can update/delete data entries

Can view the records based on a query

ii) General user privileges

Can register as a new user to request for a profile page

Can update his/her profile page only

Can view others' profiles

3.2.2 Online Database for publishing the profiles of ICAR scientific professionals

This online database module is

Technical specifications

User privileges: There are two types of users viz., administrator and general user

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Fig. 4  Data flow process of Online Database

3.2.3. On-line evaluation module

Detailed module is explained inAnnexure-4

It is an intranet based web application that automates the examination process in NAARM. It has the

following features.

User administration

Course and sub course creation

Uploading the question bank

Configuring the test

Taking test

Monitoring test

Evaluating the test paper

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Process flow of online database is depicted in the following figure 4
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This software is server-client based technology wherein three levels of users- administrator, teacher

and student work on a single database with different privileges. This simulates entire evaluation cycle

involving teacher and students

Operating system: Windows XP/ Windows 2003 Service Pack 2 or later.

Database: MySQLserver

Scripting languages: Visual studio 2005 withAsp.Net and C-Sharp.Net

The three privilege levels are

i. Administrator: An administrator can create new subjects, new users who may be either teacher or

students. He can see all database records and edit if needed. He can identify the teacher for each subject.

ii. Teacher: A teacher can create sub-subjects in a subject that was assigned to him by administrator.

These sub-subjects are basically like lessons/chapters eg., “Introduction to primary tillage equipment”

may be created as a lesson under the subject “Farm Machinery”. Teacher can choose his/her students,

create questions of different types (multiple choice, single word answer type questions) and can

configure the properties of the examination like its duration, negative marking etc.,

iii. Student: A student is a user with the least privileges- he can access the subjects he is assigned by the

teacher/administrator and can take part in exam at the scheduled time and can upload his responses to

the server. He can get his instant evaluation done, if the teacher has enabled this feature.

The details of the software are given inAnnexure – 5

This module is developed to provide the resource material and documents of NAARM as a searchable

database through web. All resource material which have been scanned are uploaded into the database.

This helps in ready access of relevant documents often needed for training programmes through some

string query.

This has two levels of users- One is administrator who can upload/modify/delete the scanned

documents and the other is a general user who can access documents through a query by author, period,

book, chapter and all

Operating system: Windows XP, Windows 2003 SP2 or later

Database: MySQLserver

Technical specifications

3.2.4. On-line module for searchable documentation

Technical specifications
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Scripting languages: Visual studio 2005 withAsp.Net and C-Sharp.Net

This web based application that stores all scanned documents in the database and the user can access

the documents through web. The following are the various activities performed in the module.

1) UserAdministration

2) Scanning the documents

3) Uploading the scanned documents into the database.

The other details are given inAnnexure 6

Since 1976, NAARM has been a hub of activities regarding laying road map for Indian NARS. Its rich

contribution through capacity building, policy support has made the Academy a unique institute of its

kind. Of late, its foray into management education has made the Academy versatile. In the era of IT

revolution, there is urgent need to project the Academy globally. The best media for this is through

creating a website for the Academy , which should act like face of the organization. Earlier version of

NAARM website contains mostly static content and needs lot of monitoring.After a thorough analysis

of available off the shelf existing Open source CMS software Joomla which is PHP and MySQL based

has been chosen for NAARM website. NAARM Website has been developed using Joomla 1.5 CMS

owing to following advantages associated with it.

Joomla is a free open source software and does not bind the user to any one design company,

developer or to proprietary closed application.

It is simple for even non-technical users to add or edit content, update images, and to manage

the critical data

Decentralized Editing on any browser i.e. editing can be done from any normal web browser

from anywhere in the world

Joomla offers the best platform to develop sites that meet all the Search Engine Optimization

(SEO) requirements and thus makes the website Search engine friendly

Joomla offers innumerous extensions and has an active community of more than 200,000

validated friendly users and developers

The new website of NAARM is developed in compliance with the uniformity guidelines evolved under

3.2.5 Development of dynamic website of NAARM

Features of the Website

�

�

�

�

�
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the project. The website covers all the major elements as specified in the uniformity guidelines report

and which are relevant to the Academy's arena of work such as About us, Organizational setup, Staff

(Scientific, Technical and Administrative), Research (ongoing and completed projects), Publications,

Training, Education, Facilities,Announcements, RTI, Disclaimer, Sitemap, Search.

Operating system: Windows 2003 Server with IIS

Database: MySQLserver

Scripting language: PHP

Content Management System: Joomla 1.5.17

Some specific Joomla extensions were used in addition to the default components. They are

1.Latest News- Yoo Scroller(module)- This is used for highlighting latest happenings of the Acadmey

in a scroll format.

2.Subscribe - Vemod News mailer (component)- This is used for subscribing to newsletters of the

Academy and tenders published by Academy from time to time. User will have to register for getting

links on updates of these two resources of the Academy. This will be very helpful for the vendors to get

updates on tenders and for all those keen to know the latest happenings of theAcademy.

3.Infrastructure - Sigplus image gallery (Plugin)- This plugin is used to give a snapshot of all the

infrastructural facilities of NAARM in a continuous form, with appropriate captions.

4.RTI - Yoo Accordian (module)- This is used to collapse all the information links as the information

contained under this item is very lengthy.

5.FOCARS Photo Gallery - ImageFlow (module)- This is a very attractive presentation of the photo

gallery of NAARM foundation programs' participants. User can pick an image of his choice and

enlarge and save if needed.

6.Discussion Fora - ccBoard (component)- This will be useful for seeking opinions from the registered

users of the website on a given topic. It will be useful in online discussions and web-based

brainstorming sessions.

Technical specifications
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Table-3 Comparison of new website in relation to the old website

S no Feature New website Old website

1 Training
Management month

Dynamic generation of program list Manual addition of program list
Provision for Program directors to upload and
update brochure brochure

Provision for online submission of application
for a program

Training manager can change the dates and other
settings of the program change the dates of a training

program

Program director can view total nominations list
any time and approve/ disapprove the candidature
of a prospective trainee through an auto generated
communication to the prospective trainee manually sending letter or email

Training manager can generate reports on
training year wise, program director wise,
program type wise

New look of training programmes glance

Simple, compact and informative look

Difficult to view with horizontal
and vertical scroll bars and not
so informative

Overall glance of yearly programs by choosing Glance of latest programs only

Only webmaster can upload the

No provision for online submission

Only webmaster can manually

Program director can manage the
hard copies of nominations and
approve/disapprove through

There is no auto generation of
reports

Training programs in old website
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2 Subscription User can subscribe for latest updates in
newsletter and tenders after registration.
Techniques like Captcha image is used to
prevent any spam generated registrations

3 FOCARS pages Online database for registration of all
FOCARS (past and present) scientists to
develop a network among all past trainees

Improved FOCARS photo gallery with better
look and feel

4 Reaching NAARM Integration with Google maps and user can
choose the destination points like airport,
railway station to reach NAARM so that he
gets a detailed route map. This will be useful
for the trainees reaching NAARM for training.

5 Virtual tours 360 degree viewing of latest additions to the
Academy- Auditorium, class room and laboratory high memory consumption for

viewing

6 Faculty pages Compact in one place with thumbnail images of
staff of all categories

7 Infrastructure Improved look with pictorial description of
overall facilities

8 Overall appearance Neatly organized menus and submenus and
very compact (only one screenful length) of
homepage

9 Search Integrated search facility Google search integration

10 Archives Archives for former directors No archive

11 Organogram It is made interactive with hyperlinks Static organogram

12 FAQ Present Absent

13 Discussion forum Discussion forum is created to elicit time to time
views on selected topics among chosen
participants. It will be very useful in conducting
brainstorming sessions and arriving at online
consensus

14 Publications Searchable yearwise and categorywise No provision for searchability

15 Role based access Provided Not provided

No facility for subscription

No online database

No image gallery

Simple static information about
reaching NAARM

Virtual tours of older facilities with

Faculty page in table format

Listing of infrastructure available

No menu concept is followed

No discussion forum

3.2.6 Web-based Training Management Module

NAARM develops and offers customized programmes in specialized areas as per the needs and

requirements of clientele. Conventional method of conducting training programme involves a lot of

physical mail exchange such as sending letters to the Institutes notifying them about the programme,
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Interested participants in turn send their nomination forms which will be scrutinized by the programme

coordinator who might accept or reject the nomination, who in turn has to communicate to the

participant about the status of his nomination form. This entire process involves lot of time and money.

In this context, a Training Management module is developed to efficiently manage the entire cycle of

Training right from the notification of training programme, uploading training programme brochure,

and facilitating online submission of nomination forms to generation of reports of various kinds after

the completion of the programme. Role based access is given to program coordinators who are given

privileges to edit their programs, to accept or reject the nominations. This process alleviates the

cumbersome and time-consuming process of manual exchange of communication between the Institute

and the participants. Since Joomla is used as the CMS to develop the website, the module is developed

as a Joomla based extension.

Fig.5 Process flow of Training Management module
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The conceptual frame work of the module is shown in Fig.5. The process cycle starts with a prospective

trainee of a program choosing a program and applying online after two stage personal information

uploading process. The data will be accessible by the concerned program coordinator only, who can see

the candidate's profile and approves or rejects as per the merit of the case.Approved candidates will get

an auto-generated email about their confirmation for the programme while the list of approved and

rejected candidates will go into the database accordingly. Final list of a programme is generated after

actual start of programme because some of the confirmed candidates may not turn up for the

programme. After the final list is made, the data gets sorted program-wise. These programs get added

cumulatively, which can be summarized through report generation based on the period of reporting

(good for finding annual turn-out) and program coordinator wise (good to know how many programs

were handled individually).

At any point of time, the data can be accessed by Training Cell in totality, while the program

coordinators can view the data pertaining to their respective programs.

The details of the module are given in Annexure 7.
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4. Conclusions

One of the main outcomes of this project is to promote open source philosophy in dynamic web

development. This can become an effective role model for other stakeholders to emulate. Some of the

salient results are summarised as below.

1. Open source methodology for web content development can be effectively implemented using

options like Joomla because of its ease of adoption with vast number of extensions

2. Drop down menu used for SRF Hall ticket module is a very effective in seeking the records

effectively.

3. Capacity building has been overachieved by providing training to 78 personnel as against the

target of 60. The programs yielded a very positive feedback about the content and conduct of the

training programs.

4. Online scientist profile is useful in maintaining network of scientist probationers who

underwent training in different periods.
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Annexure – 1

A workshop on

was conducted at the Academy to have a thorough discussion on web related aspects for ICAR web

sites. The workshop was attended by a total of 44 participants from consortia and partner institutes

Participants' Profile: The number of participants who attended the programme was 44. Among them

there were 25 participants from 9 consortia institutes i.e.

3 from NBPGR

1 from ICAR

2 from IARI

3 from CRIDA

2 from IIHR

2 from NDRI

2 from CIBA

2 from NCIPM

8 from NAARM

19 participants from 19 associate institutes include

NIANP, Bangalore.

NRCWS, Jabalpur.

CIRG, Madhura.

CPRI, Shimla.

NBAGR, Karnal.

NRCOG, Maharashtra.

CIFA, Orissa.

PDBC, Bangalore.

CSWRI,Avikanagar.

NRCS, Hyderabad.

PDC, Meerut, U.P.

CICR, Nagpur.

NBFGR, Lucknow.

NRCB, Tamil Nadu.

CSWCRTI, Dehradun.

PDP, Hyderabad.

NRCC, Nagpur.

Web design methodologies, protocols and CMS Strategies (September 9-10, 2008)
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CIRB, Hissar.

DRR, Hyderabad.

Cadre wise composition:

11 Principal scientists out of which 8 were from consortia institutes and 9 from associate

institutes.

11 Senior Scientists.

12 Scientists of various cadres.

10 Technical officers.

3 Resource persons from different organizations.

Some of the salient features of the workshop are

Workshop comprised 3 sessions spread over 2 working days. These sessions were moderated by

eight faculty from NAARM. These sessions were catalyzed by the the inputs from three guest faculty

from different prestigious Institutions. They sensitized participants on various web technologies like

web 1.2, web 2.2, web 1.0, web 2.0, web 3.0 Artificial Intelligence, different application architectures,

security, scalability and content management system

A base paper on “Web Design Methodologies, Protocols, and Content Management Strategies”

prepared by NAARM faculty has been distributed to all the participants. This paper mainly focused on

various web technologies available as on date and their relevance in present scenario. The following

aspects of web designing are covered in the base paper.

Basic Design Considerations of a website

Web PageAnatomy and Tools

Modern Web Technologies

Selecting the Best Web Design Language

Content Management techniques

Web 2.0 technologies

Domain naming conventions

Web security technologies

Brainstorming sessions on guidelines to achieve content uniformity and domain homogeneity

culminated into Uniformity Guidelines Report which encompasses the following points
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Uniformity Guidelines Report

Domain name:

General Format of the website contents

Appearance of the web site:

Website Optimization

To bring the domain homogeneity the council is going to have a domain name server at its data centre

and all the websites of institutes of ICAR shall have the domain name as www.institute.icar.org.in.

Every employee shall have a mail id as

The earlier/ existing domain names of ICAR web sites may be retained and gradually phased out. These

domains may have folder redirection to the new domain.

Some of the common elements which should find place in websites of all the ICAR institutes

include:

About us, Former Directors, Research, Services, Extension, Publications, Education, Facilities,

Downloads,Announcements, Calendar of Events, FAQs, Contact us, Search, Visitors counter, RTI,

Disclaimer and Privacy statements

Institutes Information should be given under Right to InformationAct (RTI) as per the guidelines of

RTIAct 2005

Common Disclaimer and Privacy statement for all websites may be added.

Home page should be uniform in look and feel

There should be a prominent link to the ICAR website from the home page

Placement of ICAR logo to the right and institute logo on left. Font styles to be same. Agroweb may

provide digitized logo.

Websites should avoid Blinking or scrolling text and flashing objects

Sites must have image and graphic components in JPG, GIF or PNG formats in compressed form

without compromising in quality

Content must be published and validated to the grammars HTML4.01, XHTML1.01 and XML1.0

Links to relevant Acts may be provided passed by either Indian parliament or State Legislative

Assemblies may be provided

Use of cascading style sheets(CSS0 for making uniformity on webpages should be followed)

The website should be Web contentAccessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 level 1 compliant

size of home page should not be more than 50 KB so that it takes minimum time to load to a browser

Attempts should be made to ensure that no more than 3 clicks are required for accessing particular

.

xyz@icar.org.in
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information from the website

Server side scripting language (PHP, JSP, PERL and ASP) should be preferred over client side

scripting , since client side scripting may face issues of browser incompatibility

Web traffic monitoring and analysis can be used to examine trends for the maintenance and

improvement of the website

Website should be designed keeping in view the target users

For the development of websites , the institutes may use the free Open source CMS software because

HTML knowledge is not needed, consistency of design is preserved, decentralized maintenance and

Users are assigned roles and permissions that prevents them from editing content which they are not

authorized to change.

Different patterns of homepages and the web information trees were explored to develop templates to

be used by ICAR Institutes in their respective websites designing. Six templates were designed using

HTML code and Cascading Style sheet and three templates were designed using Joomla by adhering to

uniformity Guidelines.

This workshop has laid down a road map for all the consortia institutes to restructure their respective

institute websites.

Use of Content Management Strategies (CMS) software

Designing of templates

�

�

�
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Annexure -2

Workshop on February 2-3, 2010

Workshop on “ was conducted during February 2-3,

2010 with an objective to revisit the progress made by the consortia partners and Partner Institutes in

their respective websites development and analyze their websites to see the extent to which the

guidelines have been adhered to and to identify the reusable web based modules or Databases

developed in the course of the project. At various points of workshop, inputs from industry and

government agencies were planned to sensitize the participants about the web related issues. The

workshop was also intended to understand the Portal Integration mechanism so that the ICAR Portal to

be developed in the future can be taken up effectively.All Consortia Partners and majority of the Partner

Institutes attended the Workshop

The number of participants who have attended the programme was 45. Among them 23 participants

were from 9 Consortia Institutes and 22 Participants representing 16 Partner Institutes. Cadre wise

participation of ICAR personnel is as shown in the figure

Sensitization on Networking and Webhosting ( )

Sensitization on Networking and Webhosting”

.

Participant's Profile

Fig A2-1 Profile of participants
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The Workshop provided a good interaction platform between consortia partners and partnering

Institutes to address web related issues. The Program was conceived with the following objectives.

To address the issues pertaining to websites of associate ICAR institutes

To review the progress made in website development and thus provide inputs to improve the
web presence of the institutes

To understand the mechanism of portal and website integration

To identify the reusable and replicable resources developed as a part of the project so that they
can be shared by needy institutes

The programme contents with the above objectives were covered in four sessions spread over two

working days. The workshop mainly focused on the issues pertaining to various websites. There were

discussions on the various issues regarding the Institute websites, their look and feel and their

respective possible solutions. The inputs were sought from three Guest Faculty to catalyze the

discussion. Guest faculty gave an overview to the participants on various Web Technologies like

Integration Mechanisms of Websites with ICAR Portal, Website deployment or hosting practices and

the advantages of using Content Management System(CMS), design of Infrastructure for website

development hosting and maintenance. Some of the issues like security for open source environment

eg., importance of not having more ports open for web traffic were highlighted. Some important

suggestions regarding maintaining a server were also explained. Participants were advised to look for

latest updates of CMS like Joomla to avoid any vulnerability and improve scalability especially when

we work in open source environment. Joomla was suggested to be good for vertically scalable models.

Important features of Plone CMS were also highlighted. Plone is a multilingual CMS and supports lot of

audio video files and the features much needed for a website being designed for a farming community.

Services like Dynamic Market Information, Ask an Expert and E-vyapar which can be added to the

ICAR Websites were also touched upon.

The progress made by consortia partners and partner institutes was revisited and recommendations

were given to improve their respective websites. During these sessions it was observed that Overall 12

Institutes are using Content Management System(CMS), 3 Institutes are using .net and 9 institutes are

using HTML. All the institutes are willing to shift to CMS mode for their website. The experiences

shared by all in this session increased cross institutional learning.

Objectives of the programme

�

�

�

�
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Thorough review of all the Consortia and partner institute websites has culminated into few important

recommendations. Some of them are

RTI information has to be in compliance with the RTI guidelines

ICAR logo can be made clickable and linked to ICAR website

Institute logo can be made downloadable with html code

An IT taskforce can be constituted and the members of this Task force can be changed

periodically. They may work in an interactive format like blogs created through Wordpress

Inventory of softwares may be developed and maintained

Every institute may use RSS feeds wherever needed

All digital copies of Institute publications can be made centrally accessible in-house

It was observed that around 12 Institutes were using CMS to develop their websites, Keeping in

view the advantages of using CMS and to achieve uniformity, CMS can be made mandatory for

all the Consortia and Partner institutes to develop their websites

Participants may be trained in Drupal CMS

Domain name has to be institutename.org.in for maintaining domain uniformity

Contents can be made precise and more customized in accordance with different stakeholders

Institute name can be repeated in WebPages so as to increase the accessibility of website through

search engines

FAQs may be included in homepage

GoogleAnalytics may be used to gauge the impact of websites periodically

The Workshop paved a perfect platform for interaction among the Consortia partners of the project who

are leading the initiative of casting a new method of web presence and the partner institutes who are in

the 'hand holding' mode to emulate their websites from the knowledge gained through this project. The

Interactions were effectively catalyzed by bringing in various perspectives from industries with respect

to network information security, infrastructural requirements, methods of web hosting, Mechanisms of

Portal integration and experiences in knowledge networking. The workshop ended on a positive note

that all the institutes of Consortia have established their websites by properly adhering to broader

guidelines as finalized earlier.All the Partner Institutes were keen to introduce WebAnalytics concept to

quantitatively gauge their website. Recommendations of the workshop came up with a novel idea of

having an IT Task force which could be an ideal platform to share their ideas and resources. Most of the

institutes presented the beta version of their websites developed in accordance with the guidelines of the

project which indicates positive progress of the project. Almost all the Partner Institutes have evinced a

keen interest in adopting CMS mode to refurbish their websites which have hitherto been static mostly.

The concept of introducing dynamism into content of website has much been appreciated by all the

participants.
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Annexure -3

Training Programmes

“Web Standards, Technologies and standardization”

Partipants Profile:

1. Training programme on under NAIP

(Agroweb) was conducted during December 3-12, 2008 with an objective to provide exposure on new

generation web technologies and to build capacity in design, development and management of websites

A total of 20 Participants including Scientists from ICAR Institutes and Technical

officers and Professors from Agricultural Universities were trained through this training programme.

Cadre wise participation of ICAR personnel is as depicted in the figure A manual on Web Standards,

Technologies and standardization was provided to the participants.

Contents mainly focused on scripting languages like PHP, VB.Net and ASP.Net, open source software namely

NVU, Learning management systems in Moodle and Digital Content Management Systems.

Fig A3-1 Participation profile in Web design programmes (cadrewise)

To build capacity of personnel in ICAR institutes in design, development and management of websites

four training programmes were conducted at theAcademy:
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2. Training Programme on “Web based E-Learning and Content Management” was conducted during

July 14-24, 2009.

Profile of the participants: A total of 19 participants including scientists from ICAR Institutes,

Professors and Technical officers from Agricultural universities were trained through this training

programme. Cadre wise participation of ICAR personnel is as depicted in the figure

Fig A3-2 Participation profile in Elearning programmes (cadrewise

Objectives of the Programme
� To familiarize with web design methodologies using open source software for content

development, and management in the context of e-learning

� To familiarize with content management software in the web environment

The Programme contents with the above objectives were covered in about 16 sessions spread over 10

working days. The teaching strategy consisted of lectures, demonstrations, discussions and extensive

in-built exercises. The program mainly focused on open source software namely NVU, Learning

management systems in Moodle, Content Management Systems using PHP, Joomla, Plone, Digital

Repository Management using D-Space. The sessions were handled by 7 NAARM faculty, 5 guest

faculty. A bound volume of resource material was supplied to the participants, and one reference book,

entitled Mastering PhpMyAdmin 2.8 for Effective MySQL Management by Delisle and a manual on

web based E-Learning and Content Management was distributed to the participants.
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3. Training programme on was conducted during

September 8-18, 2009 with an objective to familiarize with web design methodologies using open

source software for content development and management.

Some of the topics which were covered during these training sessions include content management

standards, content management and website development using Joomla, elearning using moodle, web

designing using front page, Introduction to PHP, digital audio and video editing using OSS (Audacity &

WME)

A total of 19 participants including scientists from ICAR Institutes,

Professors and Technical officers from Agricultural universities were trained through this training

programme. Cadre wise participation of ICAR personnel is as depicted in the figure

“Web Design Methodologies and Protocols”

Profile of the participants:

Fig A3-3 Participation profile in Webdesign programmes (cadrewise)

Amanual on Web Design Methodologies and Protocols was provided to the participants.
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4. Training programme on “Web based E-Learning and Content Management” was conducted during

November 3-13, 2009 with an objective to familiarize with open source software for content

development, data analysis and database management.

The topics which were covered in these training sessions include E-Learning standards, E-Learning

management using Moodle, Web Design using Microsoft Front Page, Development of network based

e-learning resources- blogs, wikis, discussion fora, Design and development of websites using OSS-

NVU, Introduction toASP.net, Web publishing and Web based content sharing.

A total of 19 Participants including Scientists from ICAR Institutes and Technical

officers and Professors from Agricultural Universities were trained through this training programme.

Cadre wise participation of ICAR personnel is as depicted in the figure A manual on Web based E-

Learning and Content Management was provided to the participants.

Partipants Profile:

Fig A3-4 Participation profile in E-Learning programmes (cadrewise)

Web based E-Learning and Content ManagementAmanual on was provided to the participants.
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Annexure 4

Online database for scientist profiles

1. Installation steps of software

2. Procedural steps of module

a) IIS installation

b) Creating virtual directory

Right click on “My Computer” select “Manage”.

Select “Internet Information services” and select “websites” right click on “Default

website” by selecting the option new create the virtual directory.

Give an alias name to the virtual directory.

c) Installation of .NET Framework.

d) Installation ofAjax.

e) MySQLInstallation

MySQLAdministrator installation

MySQLEssential installation

MySQLbrowser installation

MySQLODBC installation

f) MySQLadministrator configuration

1) Go to start -programs - MySQL- MySQLAdministrator

Enter Server Name: localhost

Username: root

Password: MySQL

And Click on OK

Restore Data Base File in MySQLAdministrator.

g) Run the application in the browser

Go to Browser type localhost /odb / login.Aspx

i. User registration

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Fig. A4-1 Login for sign-up and general access

By selecting the sign up the user can fill the details and submit the form and wait for the approval from

administrator. A user can enroll using a registration form. Upon uploading the registration user gets an

auto generated message as acknowledgement. Upon administrators approval of users registration, user

can access and upload profile page with pertinent information.

Fig. A4-2 Sign up screen

Once the user submits the details he will receive a message “Your details were saved successfully and

you will get email once your profile is approved”.
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Fig. A4-3 Acknowledgment screen

Administrator will approve/reject the user profile after scrutinizing their details.

Administrator checks the profile and approves after ascertaining the authenticity of the user.

Fig. A4-4 Approval screen

Once the profile is approved a message is displayed confirming that an auto generated mail will be sent

to the user. UponAdministrator's approval, user gets a mail with auto generated password.
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Fig. A4-5 User email with auto generated password

With the help of the user id and password the user logs in to his account and continues filling his further

details. By clicking on modify button the user can update his profile by filling the details.

Fig. A4-6 Modification screen

After filling the details the user submits the form. Once the profile is submitted user can view his profile

in the web. User can view other scientists profiles by clicking on View Others Profile. If the user clicks

“View profile” it fetches the information from database and provides the details of concerned person.
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Fig. A4-7 Viewing profile

The entire details are stored in the database. Profiles can be viewed based on batch number or based on

discipline ofARS.

Fig. A4-8 Final profile published in the web
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Annexure 5

Online evaluation

1. Installation steps of software

2. Functional requirements

a) Roles & Responsibilities

a) IIS installation

b) Creating virtual directory:

Right click on “My Computer” select “Manage”.

Select “Internet Information services” and select “websites” right click on “Default

website” by selecting the option new create the virtual directory.

Give an alias name to the virtual directory.

c) Installation of .NET Framework.

d) Installation ofAjax.

e) MySQLInstallation

MySQLAdministrator installation

MySQLEssential installation

MySQLbrowser installation

MySQLODBC installation

f) MySQLadministrator configuration

g) Go to start --> programs --> MySQL--> MySQLAdministrator

Enter Server Name: localhost

Username: root

Password: MySQL

Click on OK

Restore Data Base File in MySQLAdministrator.

h) Run the application in the browser

i) Go to Browser type localhost / naarm / General / login.Aspx

The user roles and responsibilities of online examination module are as follows

Administrator –Manages entire application like create/modify/delete users for

examiner/student roles, uploads questions, configures, conducts & monitors test.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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�

�

�

�

�

Student – Takes the test assigned by the admin, enter his/her answer for each question and

submit it to the concerned examiner for correction

Teacher – Creates the sub subjects within a subject to generate and administer a test.

To access online examination module administrator will create users based on the roles and

responsibilities. This feature provides following functionality.

Create new users of type admin or student or examiner.

Modify the following existing user details.

Delete the existing user

b) UserAdministration

Fig. A5-1 Login screen

a) Creation of User

Only administrator can access and can create new users based on the role

Administrator provides user name and password allocated to the users.

As shown in FigA4-2, the administrator can view entire user list (Teacher/Student) and also can create a

new user by selecting “ADD USERS”.

�

�

Fig. A5-2 User Administration
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a) Creating a Teacher

As inA5-3, an administrator can create a teacher by filling the course details.

Fig. A5-3 Creation of new user as teacher

a) Creating subjects/sub-subjects

When administrator gives privilege to a user as teacher, the teacher can access the assigned subject and

configure and use it accordingly.

The administrator can create the subjects by the option “Add subject” as shown in Fig A5-4 and can

view the subject list as in FigA5-5.

Fig. A5-4 Creation of new subject
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Fig. A5-5 viewing of new subjects

A teacher can create sub-subject by the option “Add sub-subject” and give its description as shown in

FigA4-6 and FigA4-7. Eg.,Adding tillage as sub-subject in a subject “Agronomy”.

Fig. A5-6 Create sub subject

Fig. A5-7 viewing the existing sub subject
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f) Creating Questions for evaluation

The teacher has to specify the subject and sub subject. Only administrator /Teacher can upload question

bank. They have to fill the questions with specific format in the given excel template and upload to

server. Excel template contains the following fields.

Main Subject eg.,Agronomy, Dairy Technology

Sub subject eg., Crop production, Weed control, Heat and mass transfer

Question type

i. Multiple choice: teacher has to enter question, 4 options and correct option

ii. Matching: teacher has to enter 2 sections and each section should have 8 options and the

correct matching

Fill in the blanks & Short answers: the teacher has to enter only the question.

g) Configuration of test (FigA5-8 and 9)

Only user administrator / Teacher can configure the test. Teacher can configure test and assign the test to

students. The features of “ Configure test” are

Test ID

Course ( FOCARS / PGDITMA)

Test pattern ( Based on subject / general)

Subject -> Example Mathematics, Chemistry

Sub subject -> Example trigonometry, organic chemistry

Section (Question type) which may be Multiple choice or Matching or Filling blanks or Short

questions

Number of questions for each section

Marks for each question

Negative marks flag which may be either enabled or disabled

Quantum of negative marks negative mark flagged questions

Time duration for entire test

h) Hosting the test

Select test template id

Assign Student user name (Single or Multiple users)

Assign examiner user name for each subject

Administrator may provide user name, password and test id to the users manually

�
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Fig. A5-8 Test configuration – Selecting students for the test

Fig. A5-9 Test configuration – Setting Exam time

Upload (Fig A5-10) the filled excel template, question will be validated and stored in the database and

message will be populated with upload status.

Fig. A5-10 Uploading the questions

Figure A5-11 shows uploading of questions into database through excel file. If upload fails it
displays an error message. Successful upload saves questions into database.
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Fig. A5-11 Process of uploading the question paper

I) Test Process

After Student's login, questions will be picked randomly from the database and displayed on the

screen based on the test pattern as shown in FigA5-12

Multiple choices uses radio buttons while matching will have drop menu.

For blanks and short answers, student will enter the value in the text box as answer.

Test time duration is displayed. The test auto-closes after the lapse of time limit.

Student can review the answers any number of times till he submits.

After submission, the test details will be forwarded to the concerned examiner and an email will be

sent to the administrator, student and examiner.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Fig. A5-12 Question Paper
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j) Monitoring of test

Only user administrator/ Configure test admin can access this screen

The list of logged users for test will be displayed to the administrator

�

�

Fig. A5-13 Display screen for score

k) Evaluating the test

1. Only examiners can access this option, to see the list of answer sheets of each test id and can go

through entire answer sheet

2. For Multiple choices, Matching system evaluation is done automatically

3. For Fill in the blanks examiner will select option either correct or wrong. Based on this selection

marks will be assigned automatically to that question

4. For short answers examiner will review the answer and give the marks manually

5. Examiner submits the answer sheet for total marks calculation, after the correction of the answer

sheet is finished
6. Total marks will be calculated and the result will be stored in the database

Fig. A5-14 Results of all the students
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l) Output/Outcome

The final output of the module stores the results in the database. The correct responses appear in green

and wrong ones in red. The examiner can view each student score, with the help of print option the

examiner can take print out of the answer sheet if required.

Fig. A5-15 Evaluated answer sheet

Consolidated results of students are exported to excel through database.

Fig. A5-16 Excel sheet of consolidated results
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Annexure 6

Searchable documentation

1. Installation steps of software

2. Functional requirements

a) Internet Information Services(IIS) installation

b) Creating virtual directory:

Right click on My Computer --> Manage

Click IIS --> websites--> Default website--> new --> virtual directory

Give an alias name to the virtual directory

c) Installation of .NET Framework

d) Installation ofAjax

e) MySQLInstallation

MySQLAdministrator installation

MySQLEssential installation

MySQLbrowser installation

MySQLODBC installation

f) MySQLadministrator configuration

Go to start --> programs --> MySQL--> MySQLAdministrator

Enter Server Name: localhost

Username: root

Password: MySQL

Restore Data Base File in MySQLAdministrator

g) Run the application in the browser

Go To Browser type localhost /pdf/ login.Aspx

Administrator plays major roles like uploading scanned books, modifying and deleting.
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Fig A6-1 Login interface

The fields which are supposed to be filled by the administrator in order to upload.

Book name, Chapter name,Author, Period, Upload PDF files

Fig A6-2 Upload form

To upload the files with a browser option the admin can specify the path of book were it exists. Once the

admin fills the details and clicks save the PDF is saved in the database. After the book is uploaded it

displays the message “File uploaded successfully”.
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Fig A6-3 Acknowledgement form

If the admin wants to enter one or more chapters in the same book which was previously uploaded, by

simply selecting the book name administrator can upload another chapter into same book and save it.

By selecting “Search” option user can search for the scanned training resource using various options to

search the PDF's like book, chapter, author, period and all.

Fig A6-4 Search interface
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Annexure 7

Training Management Module

1.Training Calendar- an user perspective

All the upcoming Programs that were entered by the Program administrator will be displayed in

the home page as seen in the screen shot below. (Fig.A7-1)

Selected month displays all the programmes of that particular month with apply now and

brochure buttons. Brochure can be uploaded by concerned program director

�

�

Fig.A7-1 Training calendar in Home page

2.Clicking on a particular programme displays brief details of that programme.(Fig.A7-2)

Fig.A7-2 Details of Programme

3. Each program has provision for online application by clicking “Apply now” of a program

Clicking apply now flashes a form in which the user has to enter name, email I.D and date of

birth.(Fig.A7-3)

�
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Fig.A7-3 Preliminary registration form

4. Preliminary registration invokes another form in which a user has to fill in all the details

requested for. Data fields from existing application form for NAIP training programmes are used

for the online registration. Mandatory fields are marked with asterisk symbol. If user has already

applied for any program previously, those details will be filled in the form automatically.

Fig.A7-4 Application form for online registration

5. Training Program Management

Role based access is given in two formats-Administrator and Programme Director

Administrator has all the privileges as he
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�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Creates Programme Directors with restricted permissions

Assigns programmes to Directors

Can block the directors

Can View all the programmes

CanAdd a new Programme

Can edit an existing Programme

Schedule/reschedule the programme

Cancel/Delete a Programme

Programme Director has the following privileges

Can View and edit only his programmes

Can upload Programme brochure

Approve or disapprove the application form of nominee

5.1 ProgramsAdministrator

5.1.1Adding a new program

To add a new programme, administrator has to login with his user ID and Password.

Fig.A7-5 Login Page
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� Administrator menu with options as shown FigA7-6 will be displayed

Fig.A7-6 Administrator Menu

-7.Clicking on Add new programme will display a form as shown in the Fig.A7 This contains

program title, program type and pre-built list of program directors. Other details like program fee,

programme summary, participant's eligibility are to be entered for a new program. Program

Director(s) can be selected using check box. This entails the concerned program directors to have

access rights to upload a brochure, examine the trainees' nomination forms and accept/reject them.

�

Fig.A7-7 Add New Programme form
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Programs can be added through this form or from the excel file. This will help person who are not

comfortable with web format of adding programs so that they can simply upload an excel file for

creating new programs.

For adding program through excel file click on “add programs using excel” (Fig A7-8) and download

the excel file. Enter the program details specified in the excel file and upload the file. All the programs

entered in the excel file are created

Fig.A7-8 Uploading new programs using excel

5.1.2 ViewAll Programmes

Click on ViewAll Programmes to display all added programmes

Search option enables administrator to search for a particular programme or a list of programmes by

specifying the criteria (Programme name, Programme type, Director name, Programme period)

Program administrator can edit a program (Fig.A7-9) by clicking on the edit button.
Program administrator can cancel a program and thus make it invisible to the user

�

�

�

Fig.A7-9 Editing of Programs by administrator
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� All the cancelled programs can be seen at “view cancelled programs” where a programme can be

rescheduled or deleted permanently.

Fig.A7-10 Viewing the list of Cancelled programs by administrator

On Clicking the programme title, List of all users who applied for the programme, List of approved

users and List of disapproved users will be displayed (FigA7-11).All these lists are printer friendly and

can be saved as a pdf document.

Fig.A7-11 Viewing the list of approved and rejected applicants list
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5.1.3 Manage program Directors

To create a new program director enter director name, user name and his email id and click on

create New Director button.

An automated email will be sent to program director with login credentials.

Administrator can block the program director so that the program director can no longer login

as director with his credentials

Clicking on view blocked directors will display all the blocked directors and these blocked

directors can be deleted permanently (FigA7-12)

�

�

�

�

Fig.A7-12 Provision to create new program director or block/unlblock director

5.1.4 Managing Program Type

Anew program type can be added or removed selecting “Add new program type”.�

Fig.A7-13 Provision to create new program
The removed program types can be deleted permanently from the “view cancelled program type”.
(fig A7-14)
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Fig.A7-14 Provision to delete new program

5.2 Program Director

Program director can login by entering his login credentials in the login page

Fig.A7-15 Login option for program director

5.2.1 View all the director programs

Aprogram director can see his assigned program list by clicking on “Director Programs”

Fig.A7-16 Program list access by concerned program director
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5.2.2 Managing program applicants

Clicking on any program from the director's programs list displays List of users applied for the

program.

�

Fig.A7-17 Accessing the list of applicants by program director

Clicking on the participants name will display the participant's Application form. Program

director after scrutinizing the form can either approve or disapprove the application form

An auto-generated email is sent to the user when program director approves or disapproves.

5.3 Training cell

Training cell is the place where final list of users is created after the completion of the program.

All the completed programs are shown in the training cell.

All the approved users of the program are shown and from those approved users a final list is

prepared by checking the check box of that user.

�

�

�

�

�

Fig.A7-18 Program access by Training Cell
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